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"Wer nicht von dreitausend Jahren sich weiss Rechenschaft zu geben,

bleib im Dunklen unerfaren, mag von Tag zu Tage leben.",

Goethe.

"Detection is, or ought to be, an exact science

and should be treated in the same cold and unemotional manner.",

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

"Nothing in progression can rest on its original plan.

We may as well think of rocking a grown man in the cradle of an infant.",

Edmund Burke.

"The first rule is to keep an untroubled spirit.

The second is to look things in the face and know them for what they are.",

Marcus Aurelius.



ISamenvatting

Het werk zoals dat in dit rapport wordt beschreven is onderdeel van een project dat tot

doel heeft het ontwikkelen van neurphysiologische bewakingstechnieken voor "critical

care" toepassingen, vooral tijdens anesthesie.

Het meten en registreren van het elektracardiogram (EEG) en "evoked potentials" (EP) is

een van de technieken die gebruikt worden in onderzoek naar anesthesie diepte

bepaling. Automatische en adequate EEG signaal validatie, dus het bewaken van de

signaal kwaliteit, speelt hierbij een belangrijke ral. Gerelateerd aan signaal kwaliteit is

het begrip signaal stationariteit en dit rapport beschrijft onderzoek naar stationariteits

detectie methodes.

Een literatuurstudie werd verricht om te onderzoeken wat andere wetenschappers reeds

in het gebied van EEG signaal stationariteit hebben gepubliceerd. Dit heeft niet tot een

echt tevreden uitkomst geleid omdat er een grate kloof in deze literatuur bestaat tussen

de theoretische definitie van signaal stationariteit en de praktisch bruikbare.

Twee haalbaarheidsstudies werden uitgevoerd om te onderzoeken of Klassieke en Auto

Regressieve (AR) parameters bruikbaar zijn om tests mee te maken die signaal variaties

in het EEG kunnen detecteren en daarmee geschikt zijn om een indicatie van de EEG

signaal stationariteit te geven. Deze tests maken gebruik van een venster (window) met

een vaste lengte en een detectie drempel. Een set van EEG signalen die reeds door

eenmenselijke expert waren geclassificeerd in de categorieen "stationair" en "non

stationair" werden bij de validatie van deze tests gebruikt.

De "beste" tests werden uit de haalbaarheidsstudies geselecteerd, onder de

randvoorwaarde dat deze tests on-kritisch waren ingesteld. Een scoring algoritme werd

ontworpen, welk gebaseerd is op een schuivend-venster implementatie van deze beste
tests en welk scores toekend aan ieder score-interval. Een test werd verder gebruikt in

dit algoritme om EEG signalen te scoren die Auditory Evoked Potentials (AEpts)

bevatten en afkomstig waren van een klinische studie. Nieuwe AEP berekeningen

werden hierop uitgevoerd waarbij signaal intervallen met een lage score niet in de

middelling werden meegenomen. Het doel was te onderzoeken of dit tot een

verbetering van de AEP kwaliteit zou kunnen leiden.

De conclusie van de twee haalbaarheidsstudies is dat zowel tests gebaseerd op Klassieke

alsook AR parameters in staat zijn om met een redelijk prestatieniveau EEG signaal

stationa riteit te detecteren. Van de experimenten met het score algoritme konden geen

universeel geldende conclusies worden afgeleid.



ISummary

The work described in this report is part of a project that aims at the development of

neurophysiological monitoring technologies for critical care, especially during anesthe

sia.

Recording of the electroencephalogram (EEG) and Evoked Potentials (EP) is one of the

measurement techniques that is employed in research on monitoring of a subject's anes

thetic depth during surgery. Automatic and adequate EEG signal validation before

analysis, Le. ensuring signal quality, plays a very important role. Directly related to sig
nal quality is signal stationarity, and this report describes several investigations towards

stationarity detection methods.

A literature study was performed to investigate the work of other researchers in the field

of EEG analysis and what they had done regarding the detection of EEG signal station

arity. This did not lead to satisfactory results. There is a large gap between theoretical

definitions (and methods of detection) of signal stationarity and those that are useful in
practical applications.

Two feasibility studies were performed, to see if tests based on Classical parameters

and/or Auto-Regressive (AR) parameters are able to detect signal variations in the EEG

and are thereby indicative for EEG signal stationarity. These tests operate on a fixed sig
nal window and use a threshold level for detection of stationarity. A set of EEG's classi

fied by an expert in "stationary" and "non-stationary" signal periods was used for test
validation in these studies.

Based on a criterion of a non-critical acceptance of stationarity, "best" tests were se

lected from those that resulted from the two feasibility studies. A scoring-algorithm was

devised, based upon a moving window implementation of these best tests, that gives

"scores" to each score interval. One test was further employed in this algorithm to score

EEG signals containing Auditory Evoked Potentials (AEP's), using an other EEG data set

from a clinical study. New AEP calculations were done, using these EEG's, excluding

intervals with a low score, to see if this exclusion would lead to an improved AEP qual

ity.

The conclusion resulting from the two feasibility studies is that both classical as AR pa

rameter based tests give a very acceptable performance when used for EEG signal sta

tionarity detection. From the experiments with the scoring algorithm, no conclusions

regarding universal application of this test method could be drawn.
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II Introduction

This report describes the author's graduation project carried out to obtain the Informa

tion Technology Masters degree at the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT). The

work was carried out at the section Medical Electrical Engineering in the Department of

Measurement and Control Systems of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering at EUT.

At the section of Medical Electrical Engineering a long term project is going on, aimed at

the development of advanced neurophysiological monitoring technologies for critical

care. The main application for such an integrated neurophysiologic monitor to be devel

oped, is the assessment and monitoring of the Central Nervous System (CNS) in pa

tients, before, during and after anesthesia. This monitoring is necessary to prevent neu

rological and/or cognitive damage and intra-operative awareness caused by surgery

and peri-operative care.

One of the main neurophysiological methods used for gaining insight in brain function

ing is recording the electroencephalogram (EEG). The EEG consists of a set of electro

physiologic signals that emanate from the human brain and that is picked up by scalp

electrodes. During surgery, EEG signals can be recorded and correlations can be de

tected between (anesthetic) drug administration and the human experts opinion of the
anesthetic depth. Evoked Potential (EP) techniques provide complementary information

concerning the central nervous system under the influence of the anesthetic drugs
[Cluitmans,1990].

An important aspect in the automated processing of EEG's is signal validation. Related

to signal validation is signal quality. Signal validation can be seen as a method to en

sure signal quality. When dealing with signal quality we ask ourselves questions like "is

this signal really an EEG or is just interference?" and "is this EEG signal stationary, Le.

does it represent a stable brain state that is not disturbed by changes in drug admini

stration, metabolism, etc...?" These are important questions when we want to further

analyze and interpret EP's or background EEG's. So far not much attention has been

given to the question of EEG stationarity. The goal of this graduation project was to find

a test (or combination of tests) that can make a decision regarding the stationarity of the

EEG signals. The next chapter (II) will further discuss what an EEG exactly is, and what

the usual analysis methods are. Chapter III will explain stationarity from a theoretical

point of view and discus the literature on this subject. Chapter IV will discuss the fea

sibility study for finding the appropriate stationarity detecting parameter(s) that are

based on "classic" parameters. Chapter V will discuss the feasibility study on parame

ters that use auto-regressive (AR) modeling techniques. In chapter VI, we will look at

the practical performance of the tests in new EEG data and chapter VII will discuss the

final conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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III Electroencephalography

2.1 What is an EEG?

The EEG is the electrical activity of the cerebral cortex, measured as an electric potential

fluctuation by means of multiple electrodes attached to the scalp of the subject. The

cerebral cortex is made up from many nerve cells or neurons. These neurons receive,

process and transmit electric signals that originate from other neurons in the cortex or

from deeper parts of the central nervous system, such as the thalamus and the brainstem

(which directly receives electric signals from neurons in the spinal cord).

Right
Left

Occipital Right
Left

I-- Eyes open -----'
~_~ ............VV'"...."...~~--..-.._~'-./W'
Frontal Right

Left

~r100 J,lV, 1 s

Fig 2.1:The EEG of a resting, awake human [from: Schmidt et.a!., 1985]

The amplitude of the EEG can range from -200jlV to +200jlV. Most often, the EEG sig

nals are measured with AgiAgel electrodes that are fixed to the scalp. In clinical prac

tice, the positions of these electrodes on the scalp are defined by an international stan

dard for EEG recording named the 10-20 system. Two types of signal recording strate

gies are practiced: the unipolar and the bipolar method. In unipolar recording, the

"signal" electrodes are attached to positions on the scalp according to the 10-20 system

and one (the reference or neutral) electrode is attached to, for example, an ear. In bipolar

recording strategies, the EEG signals are recorded between two signal electrodes, that

are attached according to the 10-20 system; it is a "differential" measurement However a

reference electrode is still applied.

3
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Fig 2.2: The 10-20 electrode system

The EEG is a stochastic signal, with frequency components between 0 and 60 Hz. It

"looks" like a noise signal, but it certainly is no "white" noise! The power spectral density

(PSD) of the EEG signal usually exhibits a maximum. This maximum is called the domi

nant frequency. According to the position of this dominant frequency in the spectrum, a

rhythm is attributed to the EEG:

Dominant Frequency (Hz) Rhythm

0 - 4 0

4 - 8 e

8 - 14 a

14 - 60 ~

Table 2.1: EEG rhythms

There appears to be a strong correlation between this dominant frequency and the alert

ness or consciousness of the subject under recording. The dominant frequency rises with

increased alertness/consciousness. Also the amplitude of the EEG appears to decrease

when the subject's alertness/consciousness is raised [Cluitmans,1995]. Furthermore, the

administration of anesthetic drugs is manifested in the EEG by a dramatic change of the

frequency content [Cluitmans, 1990].

2.2 The clinical use of the EEG

The EEG's main clinical usage is during diagnosis of illnesses that affect the brain (and

possibly also the EEG). Epilepsy can be studied, brain tumors can be traced, and men-

4



ingitis can be detected with the use of EEG recording. As we have already seen, an im

portant indication of the "brain state" is the frequency content, and primarily the domi

nant frequency of the EEG. This is why spectral analysis methods, such as FFT (Fast

Fourier Transform), are widely used for further analysis of the EEG.

Another clinical use that, for a large part, still is in the experimental phase is the moni

toring of anesthetic depth during surgery. During anesthesia a patient receives several

differently acting drugs. Some drugs cause muscle relaxation, others are analgesics and

some are hypnotics. The administration of these drugs is done by the anesthesiologist, a

human expert performing his work on the basis of a vast amount of experience. Re

search is going on to assist this human expert making use of EEG analysis methods that

correlate anesthetic drugs and EEG states.

2.3 Evoked Potentials

When a person is subjected to a sensory stimulus, such as an auditory click or a flashing

light, this stimulus is transformed by the sensory organ (e.g. the cochlea or retina) in a
sequence of action potentials (AP) which are transmitted by nerve cells into the central

nervous system. These signals are processed by the brain and when they reach the cere

bral cortex they can be measured by a scalp electrode. In this way, the response of the
brain on the applied stimulus manifests itself in the EEG. This response is called an
Evoked Potential (EP).

A single evoked potential itself has a very small amplitude and is practically undetect

able in the noisy background EEG. With "background EEG" we mean the EEG as it is

seen when the subject's brain is in a "steady state", the subject lays still and is exposed to

no controlled stimuli. Luckily, the EP is very reproducible (due to constant signal delay

times in the eNS) and it is this fact that we exploit. The same stimulus is applied over

and over again and the EEG interval that corresponds to the EP belonging to the stimu

lus is recorded. Then, these EEG's are averaged and the background EEG (being a noisy

signal) tends to average out to zero, leaving us with the actual evoked potential. The

more stimuli we apply and use in the averaging process, the better the signal (i.e. the

evoked response) to noise (i.e. the background EEG) ratio becomes. Usually SNR-..JN
[Bronzino,1995].

What is very important, but often "forgotten", is as Cluitmans notes: "...an implicit re

quirement for using this technique [evoked potentials, J.5.] correctly is that the response to

each applied stimulus and the stochastic properties of the background activity do not change
during the necessanj recording time." [Cluitmans, 1990].

This statement can be directly related to the requirement of stationarity, as we will look
at in chapter IV.

5



2.4 Artifacts

Spehlman states: "Artifacts are pen deflections caused not by cerebral activity." [Spehlman,

1981]. Usually artifacts are disturbances of the EEG recording due to

i) other physiological electrical activity such as muscle contraction, or ii) other

(technical) electrical interference from loose or bad scalp electrodes, failing EEG record

ing equipment or other electrical sources in the recording environment.

Cluitmans denotes four main types of artifacts:

1) muscular activity (due to muscle contraction, thus measuring EMG),

2) eye movement artifacts (as the eye is an electric dipole, eye movement causes electric

activity),

3) movement artifacts (due to movement of the scalp electrodes),

4) electrosurgical artifacts (due to electrosurgical equipment).

Artifacts deteriorate the quality of an EEG recording. Often, in clinical practice, an EEG

technician annotates these artifacts in the recording and the intervals that are contami

nated by artifacts are usually not incorporated in further analysis of the EEG. However,

artifacts do not necessarily render an EEG recording completely useless. Research is

going on, aimed at the development of processing techniques that can "remove" the ar

tifacts from the recorded EEG. In this way, some EEG's that are contaminated by arti

facts could still be used for further analysis and as such be clinically useful.

Fig 2.3: Artifacts; l=blinking of the eye, 2=Eye Opening, 3=Eye Closing, 4=talking,

5=chewing. Adapted from [Spehlman.,1981]
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1111 Stationarity explained

3.1 Why stationarity and what may it be?

As already mentioned in the Introduction, signal validation is an important aspect of

automated EEG processing. Signal validation is about ensuring the quality of the meas

ured EEG signals and it deals with the following questions:

o Is the EEG signal free from common artifacts, e.g. loose electrodes and EMG artifacts?

6 Is the EEG signal free from non-stationarities caused by e.g. burst suppression's?

c) Is the EEG signal "stationary", e.g. does it come from a CNS that is in a "steady

state"?

When we record EP's, for example during surgery, we wish to be able to detect when the

state of the CNS changes due to for example the intravenous injection of an anesthetic

drug. When the recorded EEG changes in such a way that it can no longer with

confidence be called stationary, and thus coming from a stable brain or CNS state, we

want to detect this and stop the averaging of the measured EP's. At the moment, the

clinical practice is that little or no attention is paid to this issue. The most common

artifact detection technique is to detect muscle artifacts based on peak detection.

The goal of this project was to find a test (or perhaps more than one) that enables us to

give an indication of the EEG signal quality in terms of signal stationarity. Such a test

should be able to indicate to what degree an epoch of EEG signal that is measured from

a subject is stationary so we can decide on the basis of a definable criterion whether the

EEG signal is "good enough" (=stationary) for further analysis, or that it has to be

discarded. With the phrase "stationary" we mean that the statistical properties of the

signal do not change (significantly) over time. In other words, that the signal properties

are time invariant. The assumption made in nearly all neurophysiological research is

that a "stable CNS/brain state" corresponds directly to a "stationary" EEG. We adapt

this assumption.

3.2 Classic stochastic signal theory and stationarity

3.2.1 The EEG as a stochastic process

An assumption often made is that the EEG is of a stochastic nature, which means that it

is a random (and thus unpredictable) process that can only be characterized in terms of

statistical probability.

7



Actually, there are researchers that question this hypothesis:

''It should be stressed (Siebert,1959) that the biophysical process which underlies EEG generation

is not necessarily random in nature, but it may have such a high degree ofcomplexity that only a
description in statistical terms is justified." [Lopes da Silva,1987].

When we talk about a stochastic process X(t) we mean that X(t) constitutes an ensemble

of M time varying functions x j (t) each called a "realization" or "samplefunction" of this

stochastic process X(t).

t1

Fig 3.1: An ensemble of stochastic signals

tn

The probability distribution function F is defined on a set of N sample values and points

in time:

(3.1)

where ~ stands for probability. As such, the probability distribution function expresses

the conjunctive probability over the ensemble that at certain points in time tl' .. ' t N the

process X (t) = {XI (t), .. ,xM (t)} takes on values smaller than or equal to the set of values

{XI' .. XN }. One such probability ~ {X (ti) ~ Xi} can be defined to be the ratio of the

number of xj(t) functions (of M), that at time t i are below the value Xi' to M (=number

of sample functions X j (t)).

The N'th order probability density function f is the derivative of the probability

distribution function with respect to all variables XI'··' X N:

8



(3.2)

In the discrete-time case, this function simply expresses the probability that X at time

point t i takes on on a value equal to Xi'

3.2.2 Strict-sense stationarity, wide-sense stationarity and Gaussian processes

A stochastic process X(t) is called "strong-stationary" or "strict-sense stationary" of the

N'th order if it's N'th order probability density function is time invariant, that is:

(3.3)

for all t l , .. , tN' 't and N. If the process X(t) is indeed strict-sense stationary, it is

completely characterized by it's N'th order probability distribution function. However

the condition of strict-sense stationarity is a very strong one and often the weaker

condition of "wide-sense stationarity" is employed. A stochastic process X(t) is called

wide-sense stationary if the following two conditions hold for that process:

o E{X(t)} = J.l(t) = J.l

f} E{X(t)X(t + r) =R(t, r) =R(r)

(3Aa)

(3Ab)

Thus, the ensemble average J.l(t) is a constant for all values of the time variable t, and

the auto correlation function R(t, r) does not depend on the absolute time t.

Now suppose the stochastic process X(t) under consideration is also a Gaussian process.

This means that the probability density function takes the form of a jointly Gaussian
distribution:

exp(-!([X] - [u])[Kr l ([x] - [U])T)
!x(xl' .. xN;tl' .. ,tN) =__-=2 _

~ 1

(2rr)2IKlz

where

[x] =[XI , .• ,xN ]

[u] =[E { X (t1) } , •• , E { X (t N ) }] =[u1 ' .• , UN]

[K] = {kij } matrix where kij =E {(x; - ui )(xj - uj )}

(3.5)

Then it can be shown that the condition of wide-sense stationarity is enough to

completely characterize the process X(t) with the ensemble average J.l(t) and the auto

correlation function R(t)

9



3.2.3 Ergodic processes and those that are non-Gaussian

If a stochastic process X(t) is stationary and if also, one single samplefunction or

realization of X(t) is fully (in stochastic terms) representative for all realizations of X(t),

than the process X(t) is called an "ergodic" process. The fact that a process is ergodic

implies that we can replace the statistical ensemble averages E{.} by the time average

A{.} of the realization.Thus:

~

E{X(t)} = A{xj (t)} = lim ~ Jx(t)dt = 11
T->~ T

-~

~
E{X(t)X(t + r)} =A{xj (t)x j (t + r)} = lim ~ Jx(t)x(t + r)dt

T->~ T
-~

where x j (t) is a realization or samplefunction of the stochastic process X(t).

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

Often, when one has only a single realization of the process, nothing is known about the

nature of the underlying process and then ergodicity, and thereby stationarity, is simply

assumed! Many authors [Van Etten, 1994, Campbell et.al., 1967] state that if one has only

a single realization of a stochastic process, there is no more that one can do than assume

ergodicity and thus also stationarity of the stochastic process! Here we have come to a

fundamental issue in the "quest for stationarity". If we have only one realization of X(t)

what does for example E{X(t)} then mean? There are now no realizations x/t) to

calculate the statistical ensemble average and auto correlation function with; the mere

notion of E{.} becomes meaningless. What does P, {X (ti) ~ Xi} now mean? Even if we

have several realizations (say 10) of X(t), what will the accuracy of an ensemble average,

or if statistical significance, then be? And suppose that we do have many (say a 100 or

even a 1000) realizations of X(t), then calculating the probability distribution function of

this process and comparing it to the N-dimensional Gaussian probability distribution

function (for all t" .. tN , 't and N!) is very cumbersome, and most probably not worth the

trouble in checking stationarity and/or Gaussianity in practice.

Now, what should we do when X(t) happens not to be a Gaussian process? Stochastic

signal theory learns us that higher order statistics (and corresponding spectra) are

necessary to describe non-Gaussian processes. For example, the auto correlation

function with two delays can be calculated to describe the process:

(3.7)

We will not go further into depth as these techniques are not relevant for this project:

they reach beyond the goal that was set.

10



3.2.4 Power Spectra

Common clinical practice of EEG analysis is that ergodicity of the EEG process is

implicitly assumed and the auto correlation function R(1') is calculated from the time

average of one realization of the EEG. From the auto correlation function, the power

spectrum SCm) is calculated by Fourier transforming R(1'):

~

SCm) = fR(1') e- jwr d1' (3.8)

and further analysis is performed on the basis of this power spectrum. In the case that

the underlying EEG process is indeed ergodic, and thereby stationary, and also happens

to be a Gaussian process, then SCm) fully characterizes (=describes) the EEG process

that is analyzed. However, if these two premises are not met, information about the

process is missing in the powerspectrum SCm) and other techniques such as the bi- and

tri-spectrum should be used. For non-stationary processes there is also the "time

varying spectrum" [Papoulis,1977] which is the Fouriertransform of the time dependent

auto correlation function; 'I/I(t, m) = F{R(t, 1')} where F{.} stands for Fourier transform.

So far we have treated the EEG in our discussion as an ergodic stochastic process and we

saw that we can use the auto correlation function and thus SCm) as a way of describing

this process. An other method of obtaining frequency information of the EEG is of

course to simply Fourier transform the signal x(t). A fast method of performing this

computation (on a "finite" version of the signal) is by means of an FFT (Fast Fourier

Transform) which has a complexity of Nlog(N) where N is the number of discrete

samples that constitute x(t), see [Van den Enden et.a!., 1987]. Now, we do not have to

concern ourselves with the issue of stationarity as we simply see x(t) as a signal that

contains frequency components according to Fourier theory.
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3.3 Literature and Discussion

3.3.1 Literature

An essential part of this graduation project (and thesis) was to find out, what other

researchers in the field of testing stationarity and Gaussianity had already done. In this

section we will give an overview of what was found in literature concerning stationarity

and Gaussianity. The articles are arranged in order of year of publication. In section

3.3.2, I will give my a.S.) opinion on the methods discussed from literature and my

view on how to approach the issue of stationarity.

[Campbell et.al., 1967]

Campbell starts with noting: "Practically it is not possible to obtain an ensemble of the brain
wave process. In fact it is only possible to obtain one realization of the process. Hence, it is
necessary to assume the EEG process is stationary and to utilize a consequence of this property
stated in the ergodic hypothesis in order to work with the EEG." He further remarks: "One
goal of EEG research is to find a descriptor which will be sensitive to any sort of statistical
change." Such a descriptor can help us find a transition in the EEG process due to for

example drug administration and is therefore also a non-stationarity detector. Campbell

has tested whether the EEG is a normal (=Gaussian) process. He states that the first

thing that one would logically do is to test whether the amplitude distribution of the

EEG is normal. Therefore he classifies the amplitudes into "amplitude classes" and uses

the chi-square test to check if these classes have a normal distribution. He makes 30

amplitude distributions of an equal number of signals and performs chi-square tests (at

5% significance level) with 20 amplitude classes. His results are that 96.7% of the 30

distributions are non-Gaussian and he therefrom concludes:"The conclusion to be drawn
from this series of tests is that a brain wave is not a normal process, because not even its
amplitude distribution is Gaussian. Therefore, it may be concluded that the auto correlation
function ofan EEG does not completely describe the process." Other researchers (for example

[Elul, 1969]) have questioned whether the data Campbell has performed his Gaussianity

tests on were stationary. This may be the reason, so they argue, that Campbell has found

so very few EEG's with a Gaussian amplitude distribution.

[Elul, 1969]

In this article, the author investigates the Gaussianity of the EEG during two different

"brain states". The first is the "idle brain state", when the subject rests, the other is the

"mental task" when the subject has to perform mental arithmetic. With this investigation

he tries to show that in the "idle brain state", also called "steady/stable brain state", the

EEG is (in general) Gaussian while during the "mental task" this changes. He samples

the EEG, and from 2 seconds epochs he makes histograms of the amplitudes. In fact, he

classifies the EEG samples into amplitude classes and calculates corresponding proba-
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bility functions. With the chi-square test, he checks how many of these 2 seconds epochs

have a Gaussian probability function. The reason for using epochs of 2 seconds is

explained: "Although it might appear that a larger sample should contribute to increase
confidence, this is true only if the statistical properties of the data are homogeneous throughout
duration of the entire record (in other words, the data should exhibit stationarity in the wide
sense). It has been observed that with data blocks lasting over 2 seconds, the effects of inherent
non-stationarity of the EEG become increasingly serious, leading to erroneously low estimates of
goodness-of-fit". With his procedures he finds that there is in 40% of the "idle states" a

significant deviation from Gaussianity and for the "mental task" he finds 70% deviating

from Gaussianity.

[McEwen et.al.,1975l

The article starts with the definition of strict- and wide-sense stationarity, the definition

of a Gaussian N-dimensional stochastic process and ergodicidity. He states: "under the
condition of wide-sense sense stationarity in the interval [0..TJ, a Gaussian random process X(t)
is completely specified by its mean and auto correlation function in the interval". Then he

remarks that, having an ergodic process, one can use the time-average instead of the

ensemble average for calculating the auto correlation function and the mean. He then

proceeds with explaining the procedure that they use for testing the wide-sense

stationarity and Gaussianity of the EEG. First they check wide-sense stationarity.

Therefore they divide an EEG signal (an epoch) of 2N samples into to equal pieces of N

samples and calculate an amplitude distribution and a power spectrum for these two

epochs of length N. Their hypothesis is that the original epoch (of length 2N) is wide

sense stationary if the distributions for the two separate N-length epochs are not

significantly different. This is tested with the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)

test. If the K-S test indicates no significant difference in the distributions and spectra, the

hypothesis that the EEG is wide-sense stationary is accepted and rejected otherwise:

"...rejection of either the hypothesis of identical amplitude distributions or the hypothesis of
identical spectral distributions indicates that the original EEG signal cannot be modeled with
confidence as a sample function of a random process that is wide-sense stationary over the
interval [O,2T]. Thus, rejection of either hypothesis for a given set of samples constitutes an
empirical upper bound on the interval ofwide-sense stationarity, i.e., in this instance the interval
of wide-sense stationarity for the random process of which x(t) is a sample junction is assumed to
be less than 2T". The Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test is employed to check

whether the 2N epoch has a Gaussian amplitude distribution. The authors state that they

have used the K-S test instead of the more popular chi-square test because the latter is

less powerful in testing Gaussianity. The authors also make notice of the fact that the

sampling rate (with equal epoch lengths) is of strong influence on the hypothesis testing.

The higher the sample rate seems to be, the more rejections of Gaussianity they get. They

write: "The effect of different sampling rates upon the outcome of statistical hypothesis

tests is illustrated... This marked and previously unexplored relationship may account
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for some discrepancies apparent in the literature. The problem arises from the

assumption, made in the formulation of both the chi-square and the K-S tests, that the

set of samples to be tested represents a set of independent random observations. In

practice, as the rate of sampling a bandlimited EEG segment increases above the

Nyquist rate, successive samples become more interdependent and the efficacy of

statistical hypothesis tests is consequently affected."

[Cohen et.a!., 1977]

The author starts with noting that the EEG has an "extremely complex nature". They refer

to Kawabata (1973) for the need for stationarity: ''It has been noted by Kawabata (1973) that
afundamental requirement in applying frequency analysis methods to studies of the EEG is that
the statistical characteristics of the signal analyzed do not change with respect to time. If this
requirement is satisfied, the signal is said to be stationary". Unfortunately, they do not

further specify what they (or Kawabata) exactly mean with the phrase "statistical

characteristics". Also they note: "However, unequivocal classification ofa signal as stationary
is rarely, if ever, possible with biological data". Their null hypothesis is that there is no

underlying trend in the (stationary) EEG data. Again, they do not say what they

consider to be a "trend" in the data. They directly relate the fact that the data has a

random nature with the fact that there is no trend in the data and so they rephrase their

null hypothesis to be that the data is random and therefore stationary. Also,

independence between data is assumed: ''It is assumed that the sequence of N observations
are independent observations of the same random variable". To check the fact that there is no

trend in the data: ''It is assumed that a Is epoch is unquestionably stationary". The run-test

[Bendat and Piersol, 1971] is being used to test the randomness of the EEG data under

consideration. At the end of the article they remark: "In general, however, the question of
stationarity is usually not considered". In the appendix of the article, the usual, stochastic

signal theory, definition of wide-sense stationarity is given, and also "self-stationarity"

is introduced. This self-stationarity is defined to be able to check a sort of wide-sense

stationarity when we only have one realization of our stochastic process. They define

self-stationarity with the use of the time-averaged auto correlation function, working

upon a time interval starting at t1 and over an interval T (thus till t l + T). The definition

of self-stationarity now is, that this newly defined auto correlation function does not

depend on the start time t1 •
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[Bender et.a1.,1992]

Bender starts with stating that the FFT is often employed in EEG analysis and that from

the power spectrum that the FFT gives us, parameters are derived that are evaluated

(concerning the subjects clinical state). Then he proceeds: "But the power spectrum
delivers sufficient information only in the case of Gaussian stochastic processes and consequently
an important question is whether the EEG is Gaussian or not". A summary of previous

research towards Gaussianity testing is given and he notes that the interdependence

between adjacent samplevalues in the EEG has been the reason why too many

researchers in the past came to contradictory results. He cites Persson: "... the necessary
assumption of independence for using statistical standard techniques seems to have been
overlooked". The procedure for testing Gaussianity that is used by the author(s) is as

follows. First an AR (Auto Regressive) model using the Box-Jenkins approach is fitted on

the EEG signal, secondly the normality (=Gaussianity) of the residuals is tested with the

Shapiro-Wilk statistic. The residuals that are found with the AR modeling are used to

test the Gaussianity of the EEG signal: "The stochastic process (YO is Gaussian, if the
innovations are normally distributed. The innovations are not observable, but Pierce showed that
any test of normality can be applied to the regression residuals of auto regressive models". The

Shapiro-Wilk test is employed because this test is more powerful than the Kolmogorov

Smirnov or chi-square tests. Their hypothesis now becomes: "If from the results of the
Shapiro-Wilk test the normality of the residuals cannot be rejected, the EEG signal is assumed to
be Gaussian". The authors assume the EEG data to be stationary, as this is necessary for
correct AR modeling: "Because the usual stationarity assumption is made, model (1) [the AR

model according to Box and Jenkins, J.s.] could only be applied to short EEG segments, which
can be considered as quasi-stationary". And: "To obtain clearly stationary signals, the chosen
length of time was 4 seconds". The results of the research was that the EEG signals that

they investigated were (with high probability) Gaussian. But they also warn: "This result
is, of course, no solid proof that every EEG signal is Gaussian." And then they proceed with:

"However, because the considered EEG's vary over all important patterns during anesthesia, the
conclusion is evident that, in general, the EEG signals appearing during anesthesia can be
considered to be realizations of Gaussian stochastic processes. This implies that the power
spectrum is an adequate tool to analyze the EEG of normal subjects during anesthesia."

[Guo et.a1.,1993]

In this article the authors describe tests for testing the normality and stationarity of

cardiac Doppler blood-flow signals. They do this because: ".... the reliability and the
accuracy of the Doppler spectrograms may be influenced by the power density estimation
methods and the underlying statistical properties of the signal analyzed". The normality of the

Doppler signals was tested on stationary signal intervals by comparing the amplitude

histogram with the theoretical Gaussian distribution, using the chi-square goodness-of

fit test. The assumptions for using this test are as they say: "The data used to carry out the
chi-square test must be stationary, independent and long enough." and proceed: "...we started
with the generally assumed stationary interval of lOms [this is considered to be the epoch
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length for stationary data in Doppler flow analysis, }.5.]. To ensure sample independence of
the signal in this short time interval, the sampling frequency should be as low as possible but
kept above the Nyquist rate to prevent frequency aliasing." The run test from Bendat and

Piersol is employed on the data to evaluate the sample independence of the data at a 5%

significance level. If a data interval is not rejected by the sample independence test, it is

tested for normality using the chi-square test at a 5% significance level. Also the

stationarity of the Doppler signals is evaluated: "One requirement ofa stationary process is
that its probability density function (PDF) does not change with time. The time invariance of
PDF can be used as a criterion in practice to test the stationarity of the Doppler signals" and:

"... the stationary interval of Doppler signals can thus be defined as the interval over which the
mean and variance are time invariant. A reasonable and simple method for determining the
stationary interval of the cardiac Doppler signals is to divide the interval into two consecutive
sections, and then compare the sample means and sample variances of both sections. If these
values in both sections are found statistically equal, the signal in the entire interval can be
considered as stationary." The authors then use the t-test and the F-test to evaluate the

equality of the means and variance of two intervals.

[Blanco et.al.,1995l

They define: "The terms 'non-stationarity' or 'time-varying' mean that characteristic of a time
series, such as mean, variance, and spectral characteristics, change with time....However, as a
practical matter, whether or not the same data segment is considered stationary depends on the
problem being studied, the type ofanalysis being performed, and the measured (features) used to
characterize the data". The test procedure that they have used for checking the stationarity

(based upon the definition of weak, i.e. wide-sense stationarity) is the following. To

begin with, they calculated the mean and variance of all epochs (lengths: 4 seconds), and

focused on "zones" (=several consecutive epochs) where these two statistical

parameters did not significantly change for at least 5 epochs. For these zones, a

histogram was constructed and the normality of this histogram was verified. They

compared the statistical parameters of the entire EEG signal with the parameters of the

zones that where constructed in the previously described steps. If these statistical

parameters of the entire EEG signal and a zone differed significantly, these zones were

rejected (i.e. they were not considered to be stationary zones).

3.3.2 Discussion

There are a number of things concerning the methods discussed in the above article

reviews that will be discussed below.

o Some authors do not write what they really mean when they talk about a Gaussian

process. Not even if they talk about the amplitude distribution to be Gaussian do they

explicitly state how such a distribution should look like. In section 3.2.2. we have seen

what a Gaussian process (N-dimensional) really means and it needs an ensemble of
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(3.9)

realizations of the stochastic process to have any significance. In literature on statistics

the normal probability density function is defined as :

f ( ) - 1 -(x-ld/2a2

X X - r;::;:= e
(Jv2n

where in case of a standard normal (often also shortly noted by 'normal') or Gaussian

density function we have J1 =0 and (J == I, [Papoulis, 1990] and [Miller et.al., 1990].

@ What is the link between the Gaussianity of the amplitude distribution and the fact

that the stochastic process is Gaussian? Some authors state that if the amplitude

distribution is not Gaussian, the process also can not be a Gaussian one. This does not

have to be true, as we can have one realization of the process that has a constant value

trough time t and still, the entire process that consists of several realizations can be

Gaussian! Also the relation between the Gaussianity of the amplitude distribution and

wide-sense stationarity is by some authors misused. The theoretical notion of wide

sense stationarity has nothing to do with the amplitude distribution.

@) Several articles note that the EEG data should be non-correlated, (Le. that there is

independence between two adjacent sample values) to apply a statistical test (such as

chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for evaluating the Gaussianity. We can start with

saying that the EEG is most certainly correlated, for the spectrum is not flat and if it

were, the EEG would be equal to white noise in case it is Gaussian. The dependence

between two adjacent sample values is what makes it an EEG signal and should not be

ignored. The correlation that is present in EEG data is truly a characteristic of the EEG

signal and could perhaps be utilized to describe the EEG (and thus stationarity!). Some

authors even use an as low as possible sample rate to ensure that the EEG data is

uncorrelated. But if, in that case, the data is also Gaussian, we have made white noise

from the original EEG! If we treat the EEG data x(t) to be a random (Le. stochastic)

variable, we can talk about the probability density of this x(t), and whether or not this is

Gaussian. We can ask the question, what the probability is that x(t) takes on some value

and determine this with the experimentally measured (point) density function f(x). This

is the same as checking if the amplitude distribution is Gaussian. But if we look at the

EEG in this way, we do not talk about the dependence between two adjacent sample

values; the definition of the Gaussian amplitude distribution only says something about

the probability of sample values occurring in the EEG epoch. So, why is it then not

possible to simply look at an epoch of EEG data as a basket full of sample values, from

which we randomly choose one value and treat this as the random variable x of which

we can evaluate the Gaussianity with a test such as the chi-square? If we do it like this,

there is no dependence anymore between two samplevalues and consequently there is

no reason, not to use standard statistical tests for testing Gaussianity. Also, a generally

accepted rule of thumb in statistical theory is that one uses as many data as possible to

evaluate if a random variable has a certain distribution. So, using as many data (sample

values) as possible (or as necessary) to test the hypothesis that a certain distribution is

applicable to a random variable should be preferred. This implies that one should not
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downsample the EEG data, but instead use all the samplevalues that are available given

a certain samplefrequency. However, again it should be noted that it is also the

correlation (dependence) between EEG samples that gives the EEG it's characteristics.

o Stochastic signal theory learns us that, for proper FFT analysis, the stochastic process

should be wide-sense stationary and Gaussian. We have already seen that with only one

realization of that stochastic process, the original definition of stationarity and perhaps

also of the Gaussianity should be modified. A question that one can ask, is what is worse

in the analysis of an EEG in clinical practice: non-stationarity or non-Gaussianity? Does

it really matter if the epochs that we analyze have an exact Gaussian amplitude

distribution? A DC-offset in the EEG signal would for example simply move the entire

amplitude distribution, causing the meanJ1 to change, but it would retain it's Gaussian

(bell-like) shape, even through all the epochs. Would that be a serious problem when

analyzing these epochs by means of FFT? What about the stationarity, meaning the

time-invariance of the statistical characteristics of EEG epochs? Intuitively, one would

say that non-stationarity of the EEG is a more serious thing to look at. For example, if the

mean J1, or an other statistical parameter, would be different for every epoch; wouldn't

that be a more serious problem when comparing the FFT's of consecutive epochs or

evaluating EP's?

• Summarizing we have to conclude from all the previous that it is not wise to further

talk about wide-sense stationarity or the Gaussianity of the EEG process the way it was

defined in classic stochastic signal theory (section 3.2). We have only one realization of

the EEG in clinical practice and can therefore not calculate ensemble averages or N

dimensional probability distributions. There is not much more that we can do than start

with re-defining stationarity as to be the fact that somehow the "statistical

characteristics" of the EEG signal are time-invariant. Gaussianity, we could define as

that the amplitude distribution is normal while remembering that the correlation

between two samplevalues is a fundamental characteristic of every EEG. From now on,

we will discuss only the stationarity of the EEG and approach this from the more

pragmatic point of view that this time-invariance of the statistical properties of the EEG

is what makes it stationary.
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IIV Feasibility study: Classical parameters

4.1 Introduction

We saw in the previous chapter that the pragmatic definition of EEG signal stationarity

was defined as "the signal properties of the EEG being time-invariant". So the goal was to

find signal-parameters that can detect (are sensitive to) changes in the EEG signal prop

erties. In this chapter we will describe a feasibility study that was performed to obtain

an indication of which standard "classical" parameters could be used as parameters to

test the stationarity of EEG signals. These classical parameters also appeared in literature

on EEG analysis and stationarity research. In the following sections, first the classical

parameters are described from a more theoretic point of view, then the method that was

adopted for using these parameters for stationarity detecting is explained. In the last

section, the experiments and some results are presented.

4.2 Classical parameters: definition and explanation

To determine the stationarity of EEG signals, the signals are divided into consecutive

epochs of each n sample-values xCi). The following parameters where used to describe

the signal properties of these epochs.

. A'fum . I ~ (')1. netic average. < x >= - LJ x l

n ;=1

This gives the time average or mean of an EEG epoch.

ii. Standard deviation (j where cr = ~I [x( i) - < x >]2
n ;=1

The standard deviation gives us a sort of average signal power of the EEG epoch.

iii. Skewness ~ = 1.. I[x(i)- < x >]3
n ;=1

from which we calculate the skewness factor f31 = ":\/2
«(j )

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

The skewness or third moment gives us an indication of deviation from the symmetry of

a Gaussian distribution. In case of a symmetrical amplitude distribution f31 = O.
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iv. Kurtosis
I n

m4 =-~)x(i)-<x>t
n i=!

(4.4a)

. f3 m4 m4kurtosIS excess z = -z-z =-4
(<1) <1

(4.4b)

The kurtosis measure reveals the peakedness or flatness of the amplitude distribution

with respect to a Gaussian distribution. In case of a Gaussian distribution we have

f3z =3. A kurtosis value higher than three means that this distribution is more peaked

than the Gaussian distribution. A kurtosis value smaller than three indicates that the

distribution is flatter than the Gaussian distribution [Bronzino et.al.,1980].

All of the above parameters have been used by several researchers to detect changes in

the EEG, see for example [Bronzino et.al.,1980] and [Lopes da Silva,1987].

v. Zero-crossings.

l.counting the number of times the EEG signal x(t) crosses the zero line:

#[x(t) =0] (4.5a)

2.counting the number of times the first derivative of the EEG signal x(t) crosses

the zero line: #[ !!:..- x( t) =a] (4.5b)
dt

3.counting the number of times the second derivative of the EEG signal x(t)

d Z

crosses the zero line: #[-z x(t) = 0] (4.5c)
dt

The number of zero-crossings tells us something about the frequency content of the EEG

signal. The more zero-crossing in one epoch, the more high frequency components there

are in the spectrum of the epoch. Saltzberg has already used the zero-crossing rate as an

EEG descriptor to detect non-stationary trends due to different external factors, for ex

ample injection of drugs [Saltzberg,1973]. The zero crossings of the first signal derivative

give frequency information concerning the extremes of the signal x(t). The zero crossings

of the second signal derivative give frequency information concerning the inflection

points of the signals x(t) [Lopes da Silva,1987]. For a general overview of EEG descrip

tors see [Lopes da Silva,1987].

4.3 The experiments

4.3.1 General methods

The objective of the current feasibility study was, to find out which classical parameters

are best suited to determine if an EEG signal is or is not stationary. The common practice

of EEG signal validation is that a human expert decides whether or not an EEG signal is

to be considered stationary. A method was needed to validate the test parameters per-
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formance, and as these tests had to be of practical use, it was decided to adopt the fol

lowing evaluation method. A human expert selected from a "representative" EEG re

cording (of an awake, normal and healthy subject in a restful position) a set of stationary
and a set of non-stationary EEG signals. Each signal having the same fixed length. These

sets were used as input to my stationarity tests and the results were compared to the

human experts opinion. The ideal situation would be that these computations always

make the same decision as the human expert. It should be kept in mind that this study

uses sets of stationary and non-stationary EEG's classified by only one single expert. It is

(unfortunately) rather common that two clinical experts disagree when asked to classify

a set of EEG signals into stationary and non-stationary. Validation of the computed test

results by a second (or more) expert(s) would therefore most probably lead to a decrease

in the performance of the tests due to inter-expert variability. We start with defining a

positive as an EEG signal that is stationary, and a negative as an EEG signal that is non
stationary. Using this definition, we come to four possible types of decisions. The test can

classify an EEG from the set of stationary signals to be stationary. This we call a true
positive (TP) outcome. The test can also classify a stationary EEG to be non-stationary.

This we call a false negative (FN) outcome. Then there are also the possibilities that the

test classifies an EEG from the set of non-stationary signals to be stationary or non

stationary. These are called false positives (FP) and true negatives (TN) respectively. What

we wish to obtain is the number of true positives and negatives to be as large as possible

and the number of false positives and negatives to be as small as possible. Schematically:

positive +-+ the EEG signal is stationary

negative +-+ the EEG signal is non-stationary

Expert

Positive Negative

Test Positive TP FP

Negative FN TN

Table 4.1: Classification of test results

The way the parameters were used for constructing stationarity tests is as follows. All

EEG signals were divided into epochs of for instance 2 seconds length. The epochs

themselves were implicitly assumed to be stationary. All parameters under considera

tion were calculated for each epoch and for each set of parameters the standard devia

tion was calculated. On the basis of this standard deviation, a decision was made

whether or not the considered EEG signal should be classified to be "stationary". The

basic idea underlying this approach was that in "stationary" signals, the signal proper

ties (and therefore the parameters) do not differ significantly over the epochs. There-
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fore, this should result in a low deviation from the mean (Le. a low standard deviation)

for the parameters. A time-invariant or non-stationary EEG would exhibit significant

differences between the parameters that were calculated for each epoch and therefore

result in a higher standard deviation.

In formula form: (4.6)

where: P; :the parameter of epoch i,

I N
< P > :the mean of all epoch parameters Le. - L Pi '

N ;=)

N :the number of epochs in an EEG signal.

These standard deviations were calculated for all the stationary and non-stationary EEG

signals. This resulted in two sets of (j/s: one set from EEG's that the expert classified to

be stationary, another set from EEG's that the expert classified non-stationary. With the

use of an ANalysis Of Variance (ANOVA) test at a 5% level of significance the hypothe

sis was tested that the means of these two sets were significantly different. A parameter

is suited for discriminating between stationary and non-stationary EEG's if the means of

the distributions of these two sets are significantly different (Le. the two distributions

overlap as least as possible). ANOVA tests are statistical tests that are widely employed

to test the hypothesis that two sets of data are "significantly different", see for an expla

nation of this method [Miller et.al.,1990].

Parameters rejected by the ANOVA test were not further used for experiments. Know

ing that, for those tests accepted by the ANOVA test, there should be a significant dif

ference in the mean of the two sets of standard deviations, the detection of stationarity

was based on whether or not the standard deviation of the parameters for a given EEG

signal crossed a certain threshold (detection) level (jth. It turned out that the means of the

two sets of (j p's for the classical parameters was such that the mean (j p of the stationary

signals was lower than that of the non-stationary signals. From this, we adopt the

method of rejecting EEG signals if their (j p of the epoch parameters falls above the se-

lected threshold level (jth and accepting those EEG signals of which (j p falls below the

threshold level (jth' In pseudo code formulation:

IF «(j p :5 (jth) THEN EEG_Iabel:=STATIONARY

ELSE EEG_Iabel:=NON-STATIONARY

The threshold level itself was selected experimentally. First a level between the two

means of the sets of (j p's for the stationary and non-stationary signals was chosen. Then

this level was adjusted according to the performance that the level gave. The perform

ance was nothing but the number of true positives, false positives, true negatives and
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false negatives. Note that (in this study) the number of true positives (#TP) and the

number of false negatives (#FN) add up to a constant: the number of stationary signals

tested. Also the number of true negatives (#TN) and the number of false positives (#FP)

add up to a constant: the number of non-stationary signals tested.

4.3.2 Data selection and software

This feasibility study was carried out on a data set called "Kempenhaeghe data", of

which one EEG file with a recording of one subject (in an awake, steady state) was used.

The EEG file was of the NLA format and contained 45 minutes x 10 channels of EEG

data sampled at 250 Hz. For a description of the NLA format see [Van de Velde,1994].

An expert (MvdV) selected on the basis of visual inspection 12 intervals of 20 seconds in

this recording file that he considered to have "time-invariant signal properties" for all

channels, Le. stationary signals. Also 12 intervals of again 20 seconds were selected us

ing the criterion that all the EEG signals in these intervals showed "time-varying signal

properties", Le. non-stationary signals. With the use of the "SCHAAR" program (see

next paragraph), separate NLA files were made out of the original NLA file, containing

the selected 10 channel EEG recordings of 20 seconds.

The tests that calculated the classical parameters described in section 4.2 were carried

out with MS-DOS executable software programs that were run on an IBM-PC compati

ble computer (i486,8MB RAM). The test programs and the SCHAAR program were

written in Microsoft Visual C++ (v1.0). The SCHAAR program was developed to select

signal intervals from a NLA source-file and write these intervals into a NLA destination

file. The test programs read one single EEG channel of 20 seconds from the NLA file into

memory and calculate the classical parameters for each epoch. Then, the standard de

viation of such a set of parameters is calculated and written to an output file. With the

use of batch files, all stationary and non-stationary EEG signals were tested automati

cally. The software that handles the NLA-files (file-open and read routines) were written

by Van de Velde [Van de Velde,1994].

4.3.3 First set of experiments

To begin with, a set of 2x48 EEG's (4 channels from the EEG NLA-files) were used to get

a first impression which classical parameters were best suited to detect stationarity and

non-stationarity in these EEG recordings. Thus, this resulted in a set of 48 stationary

EEG signals of 20 seconds each and in an equally sized set of non-stationary (20 second)

EEG signals. The programs, that were run in batch mode, one for each parameter, were

employed on these two sets of EEG signals. This resulted for each parameter in two files.

One file contained the 48 standard deviations of the parameters for the stationary EEG

signals, the other file the 48 standard deviations of the parameters for the non-stationary
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EEG signals. Based on findings in literature concerning good epoch lengths for station

arity detection, an epoch length of 2 seconds was chosen for this first set of experiments.

On these two sets of (j p data, an ANOVA test with a 5% level of significance was ap

plied, to check which parameters are best able to discriminate between stationary and

non-stationary signals and which of the parameters were rejected for that purpose.

The following classical parameters were found to give a significant difference in the

mean of the (j p , s of the two sets of signals:

-standard deviation of the mean (x)
-standard deviation of the standard deviation (j

-standard deviation of the number of zero crossings #[x(t)=O]

-standard deviation of the kurtosis excess f3 2

From these four parametric tests the performance in terms of the number of true posi

tives (#TP) and false positives (#FP) was calculated. The parameter "number of zero

crossings" gives the best performance. The parameter "mean" was not further incorpo

rated in the experiments as it turned out that this parameter gave a very low perform

ance and we wanted to proceed with only those (few) parameters that performed best.

4.3.4 Second set of experiments

In the second set of experiments in this feasibility study, 8 channels were selected from

the same set of 2x12 EEG files, resulting in a set of 96 stationary and a set of 96 non

stationary EEG signals of 20 seconds each. Only the three parameters that resulted as

"best" from the first set of experiments were incorporated in this second set of experi

ments. First it was checked whether these three parameters gave a significant difference

for the two sets of EEG signals in the calculated (j p , s. This was again done using the

ANOVA test (5% level of significance) with epoch lengths of 2 seconds. It turned out

that all the three parameters did indeed give a significant difference in the mean of

the (j p 's for the two sets of EEG signals. Then, the performance of these parameters was

tested. Some results are shown in the tables below.

Zero Crossings

level [0.5s- 1
] #True-Positives [%] #False-Positives [%]

9.5 69 16

8.0 60 7

7.5 53 5

Table 4.2: Performance of the zero crossings #[x(t)=O] parameter
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Standard Deviation

level Luv] #True-Positives [%] #False-Positives [%]

0.075 80 32

0.060 69 17

0.040 44 5

Table 4.3: Performance of the standard deviation ( (J ) parameter

Kurtosis Excess

level LuV] #True-Positives [%] #False-Positives [%]

1.85 58 59

1.55 50 47

1.00 36 10

Table 4.4: Performance of the kurtosis excess (/32) parameter

We see from these results that the true positives (TP) and false positives (FP) are statisti

cally dependent. If we choose a threshold level that gives a high number of true posi

tives, we also have a rather high level of false positives. Also it can be observed that a

level that results in a small number of true positives, gives us a small number of false

positives. This is a common phenomenon when dealing with two populations of data

that have different and overlapping distributions.

A combination of tests was also incorporated in these experiments. The two combined
tests were made two where first the "standard deviation of the zero crossings" was

tested, followed by the "standard deviation of the standard deviation (J of the ampli

tudes" or the "standard deviation of the kurtosis excess /32 of the amplitudes". These

tests were performed with epochs of 1,2 and 4 seconds.
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Fig 4.1: The setup of a combined test, Param2 is either (j or f32'

There are two reasons for employing these combined tests. The first reason is that by

first selecting positives with the zero crossings test and making a new selection (that is

equal or smaller in size) from these positives, the performance can increase. With in

creasing performance we mean that the number of TP's is increased and the number of

FN's is decreased. Experimenting with the combined tests did indeed show a small in

crease of performance (lower #FN). However there is also another, more important, rea

son for using these combined tests. As the EEG is an AC signal, the zero crossings pa

rameter gives us a lot of frequency information but no amplitude information. The rea

son why the zero crossings based test works so well in these experiments could be that,

according to the expert who selected the EEG intervals, several of the non-stationary

intervals contain EMG artifact-like non-stationarities. These typically have higher fre

quency components than the background EEG and thereby give a larger deviation in

the zero crossings parameters in the signal, resulting in an increased difference between

the (j p's of the stationary and the non-stationary EEG signals. What we want of course

is a test that is robust to all types of non-stationarities, also to those that are a result from

an amplitude irregularity. By including not only frequency information, but also ampli

tude information from the EEG signal, the two combined tests use the parameters (j

and f3 2to obtain information about the amplitude distribution of the EEG signal under

test. In this way, the combined tests should provide us with a test that is more robust

and can be applied to other EEG data as well. This will be investigated in chapter VI

were we will also present results (see also appendix 1).
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Iv Feasibility study: Auto Regressive parameters

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we wil1100k at the feasibility study that was performed using Auto Re

gressive (AR) modeling techniques. Several researchers have employed AR-mode1ing to

classify and calculate the power spectra of EEG segments, see for example [Bodenstein

et.al.,1977], [Jansen et.al.,1979] and Uansen et.al.,1981]. Auto regressive models try to

model the processes that underlie (stochastic) signals and therefore also are useful for

characterizing an EEG signal. The idea behind this study was that changes in a station

ary EEG signal (i.e. non-stationarities) could possibly be detected as changes in the AR

model that tries to describe the EEG.

5.2 Auto regressive theory

In AR-mode1ing, one makes a model of the signal based on the assumption that the

sampled amplitude x(n) at time n may be represented as a linear weighted combination

of p (the model order) previous signal values:

p

x(n) = qJo + L qJkx(n - k) + e(n)
k=l

(5.1)

Where: x(n) :x(t) at sample time n*_1 and is is the sample frequency,
is

CPo :the time-average of the signal x,

CPo ... cP p :the AR-mode1 coefficients, where p is the model order,

e(n) :residua1, a white noise term, equal to the estimation/prediction error.

Note that the AR-mode1 incorporates a sort of "sample-correlation" as the model uses p

sample-values from the past to predict the signal at time n. See for more explanation

about this model [Box et.al.,1976] and for a good general overview [Makhou1,1975]. The

AR-modeling itself involves the computation of the p+1 model coefficients CPo ... cP p.

These coefficients are also called auto regressive coefficients and can be used to compute

the power spectrum of the EEG [Jansen et.al., 1981]. When calculating the coefficients of
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a signal x(n), we also speak of "fitting" the AR-model to the signal. Several methods ex

ists for estimating these model coefficients. The method employed in this study is that of

the "Ordinary Least Squares" (OLS). This is a special case of the more general class of

"Least Squares" (LS) methods for calculating these coefficients. The Least Squares

Method is concerned with determining "the most probable" value of the coefficients

CfJo ••• CfJ p such that the sum of the squares of the residuals e(n) is minimized:

(5.2)

If we wish to calculate the coefficients CfJo ••• CfJ P I it is useful to write the model (5.1) in

vector/matrix notation:

x= CPo + Zcp +e

x(l)

where: X=

x(N s )

CfJo CfJI

CPo = (5.3c) cp=

CfJo CfJ p

0 0

Z=
x(l)

0

x(Ns -1) x(N s - p)

e(l)

e=

e(N s )

(5.3a)

(5.3b)

(5.3d)

(5.3e)

(5.3f)

In which N s is the number of samples in the signal x(n) that is modeled and p is the

AR-model order.

As we try to minimize e with the LS method we first rewrite (5.3a) to:

e= X - Zcp - cp 0
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I N,

where: CPo =< x >= -Ix(n)
N s i=l

The LS method now defines the vector J :

(5.5a)

where the matrix Rdefines the LS method, which means that this matrix is the unit ma

trix in the OLS case, so:

Now, the LS method will minimize J:

01 =- =
8cp =-Z[X - Zcp - CPo] =0

from which we can derive the equation that leads us to the model itself:

After calculation of the model cp, we can also calculate the residuals:

(5.5b)

(5.5c)

(5.6)

(5.7)

For more details about the LS method see [Strejc,1980] and [Van Dijk,1996]'

In general, the order p determines the accuracy or adequacy of the AR-model. The

"modified portmanteau test" of Ljung and Box is generally accepted to check the model

adequacy [Ljung et.al.,1978]. This test was also used by Van Dijk, who discovered that

p=5 already gives an AR-model that is well fitted to the signal [Van Dijk,1996]. Also,

Jansen demonstrated that a 5th order model is sufficient to estimate the EEG character

istics in 90% of the investigated cases Uansen et.al.,1981].

5.3 AR-modeling based tests

As in the classic tests, the parameters that characterize the EEG were calculated for each

epoch. In every test, for every epoch (1 ..N), an AR-model was calculated. Two types of

models or "AR-vectors" were investigated. The first is the full model, that incorporates

both the AR-model coefficients CPo ... cP p and the J1 and (J of the residuals. The residu-

als have a white noise character so J1 RES and (J RES should give a sufficient characteriza

tion of these residuals. Also, the abbreviated model was employed in which only the AR

model coefficients CPo ... cp p were used to constitute the AR-vector.
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abbreviated model: {P ABR = (CfJ0' ... , CfJ p)

(5.8)

(5.9)

For each epoch (1..N) , an AR-vector (P was calculated, using the OLS method. Five test

parameters were devised to check for stationarity, where both AR-models were investi

gated:

1) Euclidean distance of ({P) to (PTOTAL

2) mean of the Euclidean distances of the {P j'S to (PTOTAL

3) standard deviation of the Euclidean distances of the {P j'S to (PTOTAL

4) mean of the Euclidean distances of the{p j'S to ((P)

5) standard deviation of the Euclidean distances of the {P j ,s to ({P)

Where: {P j :is the AR-vector that corresponds to EEG epoch number j,

({P) :is the vector mean of the N epoch vectors (P j

(5.10)

N

I CfJ;,M
;=1

where M is the vector order, and CfJ a,b is element b of vector a.

M

And the Euclidean distance is defined as: d(ii, E) = I (a; - hi )2
i=l

In formula form these five test parameters are:

where f.lDlST is the mean of the distances to (PTOTAL as calculated under 2)
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(5.15)

(5.16)

where flD/ST is the mean of the distances to (iP) as calculated under 3)

5.4 The experiments

5.4.1 General methods

In principle, the experiments set for the AR tests is the same as for the classical parame

ters from chapter IV. The idea behind the AR test parameters is that, for stationary sig

nals the epoch AR-vectors iP j will not be "far apart" in vector space, while as a non-

stationarity will result in an epoch vector that deviates from the mean vector (iP) and/or

the entire EEG signal that is represented by the vector iPTOTAL' The experiments were

again performed on the same data set of 96 stationary and 96 non stationary EEG signals
of 20 seconds each (so called "Kempenhaeghe data"). The test parameters 1 through 5

were calculated for both sets of signals and again a threshold level for stationarity detec

tion was set according to the mean fl of the sets. However, first an ANOVA test (5%

level of significance) was used to decide whether the two sets of parameters had a sig

nificant difference in the mean fl of the calculated parameters (Le. if flSTAT was statisti-

cally significantly different from fl NONSTAT)' Those test parameters that were accepted by

the ANOVA test were also used for a performance test similar to the classical parame

ters study (chapter IV) and the true positives (TP) , false positives (FP) , true negatives

(TN) and false negatives (FN) were calculated. The test criterion was that the calculated

test parameter should fall above or below a fixed threshold level. Most tests resulted in

a parameter mean fl that was lower for the stationary than for the non-stationary EEG's

(Le. fl STAT ~ fl NONSTAT)' but a few exceptions occurred where the mean of the stationary

parameters was higher than that of the non stationary. The detection using a threshold

level was dependent on the mean of the parameters in the set:

fl STAT < fl NONSTAT : positive=(parameter<threshold)

fl STAT> fl NONSTAT : positive=(parameter>threshold)
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Otherwise, the EEG was classified negative (= non-stationary). The threshold level was

varied experimentally in such a way that the performance was optimal (low #FP, high

#TP).

5.4.2 Data and software description

The same "Kempenhaeghe" data was used as in the classical parameters feasibility

study, using two sets of 96 EEG signals of 20 seconds that were classified "stationary"

and "non-stationary". The software is much alike, expect of course that other test pa

rameters have been used in the software. The parameters 1 through 5 (section 5.3) were

implemented in a Visual C++ program, which calculates these parameters for each EEG

file of 20 seconds long, and writes the parameter value to an output file. The subroutine

that calculates the AR vector (({Jo, ... ,({Jp) was written by Van Dijk, see [Van Dijk, 1996]

for more details. All the software runs on an IBM PC compatible computer (i486, 8MB

RAM).

5.4.3 Experiments

Using the two sets of EEG's, five test parameters were calculated, using two different

AR model vectors and four different test conditions. The five parameters are those that

were explained in section 5.3, the AR models are the "full" and the

"abbreviated"models. The four test conditions are reflected in different epoch lengths

and AR model orders p:

- epoch length = 1 sec., p=5

- epoch length = 2 sec., p=5
- epoch length = 4 sec., p=5

- epoch length = 2 sec., p=6

The last condition was chosen to see how a slight increase in model order would affect

on the test performance. All this led to 40 files of 96 parameters for both the set of

"stationary" and the set of "non-stationary" EEG data. An ANOVA test with a 5% level

of significance was used to check if the two sets of parameters (stationary/non

stationary) showed significant difference in their means. Of those tests (=combination of

parameter, AR vector model, epoch length and AR model order) that had significantly

different parameter values for the stationary and the non-stationary EEG's, the perform

ance was tested. The tests that gave "significant" results are:

- parameter 1, abbreviated model, epochlengths 1 sec., 2 sec., p=5 and 2 sec p=6,

- parameter 1, full model, epochlength 2 sec., p=5 and p=6
- parameter 2, abbreviated model, epochlength 4 sec., p=5
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- parameter 2, full model, epochlength 4 sec., p=5

- parameter 3, abbreviated model, epochlengths 4 sec., p=5 and 2 sec., p=6

- parameter 3, full model, epochlength 4 sec., p=5

- parameter 4, abbreviated model, epochlengths 2 sec. and 4 sec., p=5

- parameter 4, full model, epochlengths 1 sec., 2 sec. and p=5

- parameter 5, abbreviated model, epochlength 4sec., p=5

- parameter 5, full model, epochlength 4 sec., p=5

No further performance results will be presented here. In chapter VI we will look at the

use of a selection of the above tests in a practical implementation and testing study.
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IVI Practical implenlentation and testing

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will start with investigating which of the parameters discussed in the

last two chapters give the best performance when they are used in a "non-critical" man

ner. Next we will look at a "scoring algorithm" which uses the moving windows implemen

tation of the selected tests. With this moving window implementation it is possible to

process EEG signals that are longer than one window of 20 seconds while keeping a

more accurate resolution than these 20 seconds. Finally, we will take a look at how we

can possibly employ the scoring algorithm on a clinical EEG data set and investigate if
we can improve the EP quality by using this algorithm.

6.2 Selection of best performing tests

In this section we will see how tests were selected from those that we selected in chapter

IV and V. The objective of this selection was to get the best tests given that they are non

critical. This means that the number of false negatives (i.e. the number of falsely rejected

EEG's) should be minimized, where we see a stationary EEG as a "positive" classifica

tion. So a "non-critical" test is a stationarity detection test that has a bias towards accep

tance of stationarity. In practice, this meant that the threshold level for stationarity de

tection was set for all tests such that #FN<5%. The reason for letting the tests be non

critical is that, using a critical test can easily result in too many rejections of signal sta

tionarity. When we reject too many of an EEG signal (without a "strong" reason) that is

used in an EP averaging process, we are left with only a small portion of the original

EEG and this can result in an unreliably bad EP.

For making this selection of best tests, the same "Kempenhaeghe" data set of 96 station

ary and 96 non-stationary EEG signals were used as in the two studies that were dis

cussed in chapters IV and V. In order to measure the performance objectively, the fol

lowing "performance measures" were used:

Definition:

positive+-+stationary

negative+-+non-stationary
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sensitiv ity
#TP

# TP+# FN
(6.1)

(6.3)

(6.2)
# TN

sp e c ific ity
#TN+#FP

#TP
positiveprediction = ------

# TP+# FP

. d'. #TNnegatlvepre lctlOn =------
#TN+#FN

(6.4)

In chapter IV we already noted that #TP and #FN add up to a constant (96 in this case)

and likewise for #TN and #FP. Knowing this, we can say more about the meaning of

formulas 6.1 through 6.4.The sensitivity (for stationarity) is the number of true positives

divided by a constant. If the sensitivity is 100% (=1.0) the number of true positives is

equal to the total number of stationary signals in the data set (as denoted by an expert).

This implies that all the stationary EEG's are detected as such. As we want the tests to be

non-critical, which means #FN<5%, the threshold detection levels were set to be such

that #TP>=95% (note: #TP+#FN=100%=total number of stationary signals). So now we

can reformulate "non-critical" to be that the sensitivity is near 100% (actually 95% was

used). The specificity tells us something about how good the tests detect non-stationary

signals. The specificity is the number of true negatives (Le. non-stationary EEG signals

detected as such) divided by the total number of non-stationary signals in the data set. A

test with a specificity of 100% detects all non-stationary signals! This situation is of

course desirable, but also unrealistic knowing that we started with the constraint: sen

sitivity>95%. The positive prediction is the ratio of the true positives to the total number

of positives (#TP+#FP). The negative prediction is the ratio of true negatives to the total

number of negatives (#TN+#FN). These predictions give us an indication of the accuracy

of the tests. High prediction levels indicate that the test(s) are accurate in their decision

when detecting stationary and!or non-stationary signals, Le. their decision is very often

a correct one.

The following three tests performed best and were selected for use in the following
study:

A: standard deviation of the Euclidean distances of the if> j 's to (if», with

p=5, (threshold level=O.095),
B: standard deviation of the number of zero crossings #[x(t)=O] (threshold
level=27.5), combined with the standard deviation of the standard deviation
(j of the amplitudes (threshold level=O.25),
c: standard deviation of the number of zero crossings #[x(t)=O] (threshold
level=27.5), combined with the standard deviation of the kurtosis excess
/32 of the amplitudes (threshold level=10).

All tests use epoch lengths of 4 seconds and a signal length of 20 seconds. Their per
formance is stated in the table below. In appendix I, an overview is given of all tests and
their performance. Note there that in these particular situations, there is very few differ-
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ence in the performance using the "full" AR-model versus the "abbreviated" AR-model.
The same can be said about AR-model order 5 versus 6.

sensitivity specificity positive negative
[%] [%] prediction prediction

[%] [%]
A 96 32 59 89
B 95 56 63 89
C 95 65 59 89

Table 6.1: Performance of "best" tests

6.3 Moving window implementation and the scoring algorithm

The main objective of the study described in this chapter is to look at the performance of

the tests investigated in chapters IV and V using a new data set and to see how the de

tection of non-stationarities can contribute to EP processing. The EEG files that were

used in this study (see section 6.4) actually are longer than the 20 seconds that were used

so far (chapters IV and V). That is why, in this section, we will discuss a moving window
implementation and a "scoring algorithm" that was constructed to enable the use of the

tests A, Band C that all acted on a "window length" of 20 seconds. It was decided to use

a window with a length of 20 seconds, divided into epochs of 4 seconds. This window

moves through the EEG signal with shift steps of of I, 2 or 4 seconds. So the window is

shifted forwards in time (in the signal) and the test that detects stationarityInon

stationarity acts on a 20 seconds long window. Each time the window has moved with

one window shift, the test parameter is calculated from the EEG epochs in the window

and a decision is made given a threshold level whether the EEG signal in the window is

stationary or non-stationary

moving window

epoch2 epoch3 epoch4 epoch5

threshold
level

. :..
~ window shift I

score interval

STATIONARY NON-STATIONARY

Figure 6.1: Moving window implementation.

Next, a scoring algorithm is used to give a (stationarity-) score, or level of stationarity
probability to each EEG score interval. We can see in figure 6.1 that each score interval
(i.e. EEG interval of 1,2 or 4 seconds) is overlapped by multiple windows. A score is at-
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tached to each of these score intervals. This score is calculated as shown in figure 6.2: it
is the ratio of the number of stationary windows that overlap to the total number of
windows that overlap the score interval.

stat
stat

non-stat

· . .· . .
:... ~: SCORE=3/5
·score
interval
SCORE=4/5

MJX;t11itW~"[~1'%k"%~~

i.'%'>~¥~.ii;.o~~

Figure 6.2: Scoring algorithm

The idea is that this score represents the probability that such a score interval is a true

"stationarity". A high score indicates a "stationary" contribution, as many windows

overlapping the score interval are stationary. A low score indicates that many of the

overlapping windows are non-stationary. Thus, the probability that this EEG interval

contributes to the non-stationarity is high. In each score contributed to a score interval,

the signal stationarity of multiple windows around that score interval is incorporated.

The score contributed to a score interval depends on how it's signal characteristics relate

to those of several windows pertaining to the EEG signal before and after this particular
score interval. In this way, "context"-information concerning a range of the EEG sur

rounding the score interval is incorporated in the scoring algorithm. The hypothesis that

will be investigated in the next sections is that the exclusion, of score intervals with a

low score, from the AEP averaging leads to improved AEP-quality.

6.4 Data selection and exploratory experiments

The EEG signals that were used in the rest of this study are a subset of the set referred to

as the "Catharina clinical study" data set. This is a set of 683 Auditory EP (AEP) signals,

recorded during cardiac surgery. The EEG recording conditions during these operations

are "difficult". These signals have a (maximum) length of 120 seconds each and are re

corded in NLA format with a sample frequency of 5000Hz, containing up to a maximum

of 10,000 responses or sweeps. The subset was selected on "good AEP quality" which

means that the signals in the subset have a quality factor, the so called "Q-factor ", of

more than 85% and more than 9000 sweeps are present [Van de Velde et.al.,1996]. The

selected subset (the "Catharina" data set) consists of 32 EEG signals that have these

qualifications. The reason for selecting good-quality AEP signals for this study is that

these signals contain few artifacts. This implies that for the detection of non-
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stationarities in these files a relatively large portion of the EEG signal remaining, making

the statistical accuracy of the scoring algorithm (probably) more reliable. In short, this

subset provided a test case in which few factors other than possible non-stationarities

could influence the AEP-quality.

The Q-factor is a measure (estimate) of the AEP quality indicating the residual noise es

timate resulting from the EP averaging process. The Q-factor is calculated as:

n =[1- (SI-S2)2 ]*100%
~±) (SI +S2)2 (6.5)

where SI and S2 are the "alternated subaverages" of the AEP. See [Schimmel,1967] and

[Van de Velde et.al.,1996] for further information about this estimate and a more de

tailed description of the Catharina clinical study data set. A previous study (using the

original 683 AEP signals) indicated that it is possible to automatically classify 80% of the

"bad" AEP's as such, using this Q-factor. This is reached by classifying an AEP as

"good/ideal" when the Q-factor is higher than 72.5% with the number of sweeps ex

ceeding 5000 [Van de Velde et.al, 1996]. The Q-factor is calculated by the same AEP cal

culation (averaging) program as the AEP itself, which was developed by Van de Velde

[Van de Velde,1994].

Some exploratory experiments were performed on the data set to see if the three selected

"best" tests, A, Band C (section 6.2) actually can be employed on the Catharina data set,

using the same levels as from the Kempenhaeghe data set. The moving window imple

mentation and scoring algorithm (programmed in MS-Visual C++) with a window shift

of I, 2 and 4 seconds was used to calculate the window parameters (A, Band C) for each

EEG signal in the Catharina data set. For the threshold level, the same was used as re

sulted from the selection of these best tests, see section 6.2. It turned out that tests Band

C were now unusable with this threshold level for the "standard deviation of the num

ber of zero crossings #[x(t)=O]" parameter. The level of this parameter was for all win

dows in the Catharina data set much higher than the threshold level that resulted from

the Kempenhaeghe data set. As a result, all windows in the data set were classified

"non-stationary" by tests Band C, rendering themselves more or less useless for further

investigation. We see that a "universal threshold level" (Le. a level that can be applied to

al types of EEG data sets) can not be used for these tests. Test A "standard deviation of

the Euclidean distances of the iP/s to (iP)" showed only some "non-stationary" win

dows in the Catharina data, although it also used the "Kempenhaeghe threshold level".

On the basis of this observation it was decided to continue the remainder of the study

using the Catharina data set and test A.
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6.5 First set of experiments

The goal of this first set of experiments was to test the hypothesis that exclusion of EEG

intervals with a low score (lower than 0.5) results in a better EP quality (indicated by a

higher Q-factor). The threshold level (0.095) for the scoring algorithm (window station

arity detection) was chosen to be the same as in the Kempenhaeghe "best" test, to see if

this can be used as a universal threshold level. The employed test is C: "standard devia

tion of the Euclidean distances of the cp j to (cp) ", using an epoch length of 4 seconds and

an AR model order p=5.

Initially, an experiment was performed on the Catharina data set to check how the

scores that the scoring algorithm gives to each EEG score interval corresponds to the ar

tifacts present in the EEG signal. The AEP averaging process was already performed on

the Catharina data set, so the results from these calculations were available. The AEP

calculation program not only calculates the AEP itself and the corresponding Q-factor

but also the time points in the EEG file where artifacts are detected. For all EEG signals

in the Catharina data set, the scores were calculated using score intervals of I, 2 and 4

seconds and for each score interval, the scores were mapped to the number of artifacts in

these score intervals. The results were that about 60% of the artifacts had been given a

score in the range 0.0-0.6, so about 40% of the artifacts had a score above 0.6, see appen

dix 2 for details. Not all artifacts were given a low score. On the basis of this observation

the decision was made to use not only exclusion of non-stationarities but also artifact

detection.

The next step was to actually do the scoring on the Catharina data set and to calculate

the new AEP's excluding the "low-score" intervals from this averaging process. For the

scoring, the original 5000Hz signals from the Catharina data set were downsampled to

250Hz. This was done because the performance of stationarity test"A" was validated in

section 6.2 using the Kempenhaeghe data set which contains EEG signals with a sample

frequency of 250Hz. The scoring itself was performed on all these downsampled 32 EEG

signals of the Catharina data set. The complete EEG signals were used for this scoring,

including the artifacts that they contain. Next, the AEP calculation program was em

ployed for all EEG files that had intervals where the score was below 0.5 and excluding

these intervals from the EP averaging process. Identical calibration and artifact level

detection files as from the Catharina clinical study data set were used in this new aver

aging process. The results of these "new" AEP calculations were sets of AEP's and their

corresponding Q-factors and the #sweeps used in the averaging process. The table below

shows these results, where the mean and standard deviation of those sets are given of

the new AEP, compared to the original AEP calculations.
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Score Set Original New
interval [s] size Q-factors[%] Q-factors[%]

/l(er) /l(er)
1 22 89.5(2.84) 84.6(9.87)
2 23 89.1(2.81) 89.7(12.71)
4 22 88.8(2.96) 76.6(14.39)

Score Set size Original New
interval [s] #sweeps #sweeps

/l(er) /l(er)
1 22 9654(245) 6605(2216)
2 23 9617(251) 1613(1812)
4 22 9620(253) 2100(1658)

Table 6.2: AEP results: original and new (exclusion) averaging, Kempenhaeghelevel

We can observe from this table that, only when the score interval is 2 seconds, the aver

age Q-factor increases slightly. Score intervals of 2 and 4 seconds lead to very few

sweeps in the new AEP's (less than 3000). Also we can see that there is a rather large

spread on the Q-factors and #sweeps of the new AEP's when compared to the original

data. More discussion and conclusions will be presented in chapter VII.

6.6 Second set of experiments

In this section we will look at how a "data specific" threshold (detection) level was ex

tracted from the Catharina data set and how it was used to score the EEG files and ex

clude both "low-score" as well as "high-score" intervals from the AEP averaging proc

ess. As with the tests that were selected in section 6.2, using the Kempenhaeghe data set,

we wanted to have a new threshold level that also results in a non-critical test using the

Catharina data set. This data specific threshold level for the Catharina data set was cal

culated as follows. We saw in section 6.3 that the moving window implementation uses

small score intervals and that each such EEG step is overlapped by several windows. For

every score interval, the "average parameter level" is calculated by simply taking the

arithmetic mean of the parameter levels of the windows that overlap that particular

score interval. These average parameter levels were calculated (using an MS Visual C++

software program) for each score interval in all the EEG signals in the Catharina data

set, for all three score intervals of I, 2 and 4 seconds. From these three sets of average

parameter levels, those levels that come from score intervals containing artifacts were

discarded. In doing so, these average parameter levels are not biased by artifacts in the

EEG data. The reason for this is that we wanted to select a threshold level based on the

procedure as used in the Kempenhaeghe data set, that also contains no (real) artifacts.

Histograms were calculated from this "artifact free" set of average parameter levels us

ing MS-Excel 5.0. Knowing that the EEG signals in the Catharina data set probably al-
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ready are of "good quality", and because we wanted to be as non-critical as with the test

selection based on the Kempenhaeghe data set, the data specific threshold level was de

fined as follows. The data specific threshold level is that average parameter level in the

tail of the histogram that contains only 5% of the parameter levels. Using this selection

criterion we come to the following data specific threshold detection levels:

Score interval [s] Threshold Detection Level
1 0.275
2 0.250
4 0.225

Table 6.3: Data specific threshold detection levels

Using these levels, a new scoring was performed on the 32 EEG signals of the Catharina

data set. The complete EEG signals were used for this scoring, including the artifacts

that they contain and the threshold detection levels from the table above. New AEP's

were calculated from the Catharina data set, using two different strategies. The first

strategy excludes those intervals in the EEG signal that have a score below 0.5

(SCORE<O.5) from the EP averaging process. The idea was to see if exclusion of these

intervals indeed gives a better EP-quality (high Q-factor). The second strategy excluded

those intervals that had a scoring equal or above 0.5 (SCORE>=O.5), thus including the

intervals with a score below 0.5 (SCORE<O.5)! The idea was to check if an EP averaging

process using only "bad" signal intervals indeed gives us a poor EP-quality (low Q

factor). The problem with this experiment was that this exclusion resulted in EEG sig

nals, containing very few sweeps for EP processing which can have influenced AEP

quality. In the tables below, the AEP results are stated, in terms of old (original Ca

tharina AEP's) and new (AEP's calculated with excluded/included intervals) Q-factors

and #sweeps.

Score Set size Original New
interval [s] Q-factors[%] Q-factors[%]

J1«(J) J1«(J)
1 9 89.4(2.40) 68.8(6.55)
2 8 89.7(2.36) 88.1(3.73)
4 11 89.2(2.64) 86.4(6.81)

Score Set size Original New
interval [s] #sweeps #sweeps

J1«(J) J1«(J)
1 9 9500(188) 8430(1085)
2 8 9521(191) 8616(635)
4 11 9497(209) 8003(1180)

Table 6.4: AEP results: data specific threshold: exclusion of intervals with SCORE<O.5
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Score Set size Original New
interval [s] Q-factors[%] Q-factors[%]

p(C5) p(C5)
1 9 89.4(2.39) 79.3(13.85)
2 8 89.7(8.19) 80.7(8.19)
4 11 89.2(2.64) 80.9(11.01)

Score Set size Original New
interval [s] #sweeps #sweeps

p(C5) p(C5)
1 9 9500(188) 1484(929)
2 8 9521(191) 1336(539)
4 11 9497(209) 1899(1084)

Table 6.5 : AEP results: data specific threshold: inclusion of intervals with SCORE<O.5

We can observe from the above tables that exclusion of low-score intervals using the

data specific threshold detection level does not lead to an increase in the Q-factors of

these newly calculated AEP's. Inclusion of low-score intervals indeed leads to a de

crease in the Q-factors of the AEP's but also, only very few sweeps are used in the calcu

lation. Further discussion and conclusions will be presented in chapter VII.
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IVII Conclusions and discussion

7.1 Definition, theory and the literature on EEG stationarity

This project started with a literature study to find a good definition of EEG signal sta

tionarity as an indication of EEG signal quality. We have seen in chapter III that the

definitions of wide- and strong-sense stationarity that are common in classical stochastic

signal theory use ensembles of time functions (realizations) to define stationarity. How

ever, in this project concerning EEG and EP processing, we are always interested in the

stationarity of just a single signal. We have seen that the classical theory can therefore

not be used for a finding a definition of EEG signal stationarity. Also, many authors

make mistakes (and/or leave gaps) in the definitions of signal stationarity and Gaussi

anity, and the test used for detecting the stationarity of real EEG signals. Thus, we ob

serve a gap between the classical theoretic definitions of signal stationarity and its use in

the detection of EEG stationarity. An alternative definition of EEG signal stationarity

was devised, based on the assumption that a stationary EEG has time-invariant signal

properties. To make this definition applicable, detection of EEG stationarity was done

by checking if the parameters that model consecutive EEG epochs are more or less time
invariant.

7.2 Feasibility studies: the "Classical" and 1/AR" parameters

In chapters IV, V and also VI, we can observe that it is possible to use both classical pa

rameters as well as AR parameters to discriminate between "stationary" and "non

stationary" EEG signals, using a threshold (detection) level. These experiments were

performed on the "Kempenaeghe" data set. It is important to remember that the classifi

cation of the EEG's by an (only one) expert was done using visual inspection and the

equivalence's: "stationary" = "time-invariant signal properties" and "non-stationary" =

"time-variant signals properties". The expert of course based his classification on his

own experience/preferences and was therefore a subjective method of classification!
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The tests were made "non-critical" with the use of the threshold level setting so they do

not reject un-practically many EEG's as being non-stationary. Using a "non-critical"

threshold level such that the sensitivity is 96%, tests A, Band C (see chapter VI) have a

specificity ranging from 32% to 65% and positive- and negative- prediction rates of re

spectively 60% and 90% (note: stationary = positive). We conclude that these tests give

an acceptable performance when used in this "non-critical" manner.

Test A, which is used for the detection of window stationarity in the scoring algorithm,

has a good overall performance. Using the "non-critical" threshold level, it can detect

96% of the stationary EEG's as such, with an accuracy of almost 60%, and 32% of all non

stationarities are detected with an accuracy of almost 90%. It should be noted that all

these performance rates were measured using only one data set (Kempenhaeghe data).

7.3 The scoring algorithm and the Catharina AEP's

In the first set of experiments as discussed in paragraph 6.5, the use of the scoring algo

rithm on the Catharina data set was investigated. In these experiments the threshold

level that was derived from the Kempenhaeghe data set was used. We can observe that

only when the score interval was 2 seconds did exclusion of low(<O.5)-score intervals

actually lead to an increase in the (average of the) Q-factors of the calculated AEP's. It

should be noted that score intervals of 2 and 4 seconds lead to very few sweeps «2100)
in the AEpts that result from these new calculations.

In paragraph 6.6, the second set of experiments using the data specific (Catharina)

threshold level for exclusion of EEG intervals in new AEP calculations was investigated.

The exclusion of low-score intervals in the AEP calculation leads to a decrease (!) in the

Q-factors of the AEP's, for all score intervals. This decrease in the Q-factor is contrary to

what was expected when excluding low score intervals from these AEP calculations.

Only a modest decrease (about 10%) in the number of sweeps used in the newly calcu

lated AEP's can be observed in table 6.4. This is of course a direct result of using the data

specific threshold level, which was selected in such a way that it leads to a "non-critical"

test. The inclusion of low-score intervals (thus excluding intervals with a score higher or

equal to 0.5) does indeed lead to a decrease in the Q-factors of the calculated AEP's.

However, one should note that the number of sweeps used in the calculation of these

AEP's was low (<1900). This is due to the fact that there were only a few (and also not

very long) intervals with a low score, thus inclusion of these low score intervals always

leads to AEP calculations containing only a small number of sweeps. This again is most

probably a result of the fact that the scoring was done "non-critically" and in a data set

with only "good" (original) AEpts.
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In the Catharina clinical study, done by Van de Velde et.al., conclusions concerning the

AEP-quality based on Q-factor and #sweeps combinations were drawn, using the vali

dation done by human experts and a set of 683 AEP's. With this set size, it was possible

to use the Q-factor/#sweeps combination to reliably predict the AEP-quality. A result of

the study was that a minimum of 5000 sweeps and a Q-factor>72.5% was needed to

classify an AEP with confidence in the category "good/ideal" [Van de Velde et.al., 1993].

The experience of Van de Velde is that the Q-factor/#sweeps combination has to be in

terpreted with care for use as an AEP-quality indicator. A low Q-factor and few sweeps

most probably mean that the corresponding AEP is a "bad" one. Few sweeps generally

imply that there were not enough responses to calculate a reliable evoked potential with

this clinical data. However, if an AEP results from only a few number of sweeps, but

does have a high Q-factor, a good AEP-quality is still possible. This could be an expla

nation for the increase in Q-factors, with few sweeps left «2100) as we saw in the first

set of experiments using the Kempenhaeghe level for a score interval of 2 seconds. The

decrease in the Q-factor for the inclusion of only low score intervals can probably be

contributed to the fact that too few «1900) sweeps were left to result in good AEpts.

This implies that we do not know, on the basis of just this experiment, if the included

low-score intervals are indeed not stationary enough to result in a good AEP. I have no

direct explanation for the decrease in the Q-factor of the AEpts that were calculated in

the second set of experiments were we excluded low score intervals. However, it could

perhaps be explained by the final conclusion that follows.

We saw that the conclusions concerning AEP-quality, as derived in the Catharina clini

cal study from statistics on the Q-factor/#sweeps combination, were based on a set of

683 AEpts. The sets of AEP's, that were used in the experiments with the scoring algo

rithm as described in this project, were of much smaller sizes «23 AEP signals). There

fore we must conclude that no universally applicable conclusions should be drawn re

garding the ability of the scoring algorithm to improve AEP-quality by exclusion of low

score intervals! A larger data set should be employed to investigate this (the entire Ca
tharina data set).

7.4 Suggestions for further research

CD As already mentioned in paragraph 7.3, a larger data set should be investigated with

the scoring algorithm to see if the exclusion of low score intervals does indeed lead to

improved AEP-quality. The Catharina clinical study data set could be used for this pur

pose, as this was the reference set that was also used for the validation of the Q-factor.

An option, that (I think) is worth investigating, is to cut all the "transient-artifacts" out

of the EEG signals before scoring these signals. The scores that are given to the intervals

in the EEG signals always depend on the signal context and artifacts therefore"disturb"

this context. Example: one transient-artifact in an otherwise "good" EEG signal can

cause low scores for signal intervals before and after that artifact. The artifacts them-
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selves are already excluded from the AEP calculation by the artifact detection algorithm

in MLAEP. By excluding artifacts, we are concerning ourselves more with non

stationarities caused by changes in the EEG state instead of signal disturbances not

caused by the CNS.

@ The AR modeling based test (A) that is used so far gives us no information about the

EEG states itself. For every epoch an AR-vector cp j is calculated and the Euclidean dis-

tances between the vector mean (cp) on a window and the vectors cp j themselves (a

relative measure) is used as a detection of stationarity. However, using this measure

alone, we have no information about the separate states of the EEG intervals in the sig

nal. If two consecutive EEG intervals, with two different EEG states (rhythms) have a

stationary behavior, they are both classified "stationary" by test A. However, taken to

gether, these two intervals do not constitute a stationary signal. Also, a constant sine

wave (of e.g. 50Hz) is a stationary signal for test A. We have no information about the

exact states of the EEG signals. Also note that stationary EEG signals are a subset of all

possible stationary signals! This is why I suggest a cluster method that uses clusters of

epoch vectors and the absolute position of these clusters in the vector space. The vectors

that are in the same cluster represent a stationary state. The position of the cluster in

vector space then determines the average EEG state of these epochs. In this way a sta

tionary sinewave should distinguish itself from an stationary alpha-rhythm by this abso

lute cluster position. It is then of course likely that also artifacts form separate clusters. If

so, it is possible to make a distinction between non-stationarities caused by transient ar

tifacts and non-stationarities caused by a transition in the EEG state (caused by a change

in the subjects CNS state). We can say that a cluster represents a model of the signal,

where the size and boundaries of such a cluster are the tolerance of this model. This is

also the tolerance that we accept for an epoch to be stationary enough to fall in the con

text of the previous epochs. A "database" with sets of stationary signals and their corre

sponding annotation (EEG and state, artifact, 50Hz sinewave, etc.) should be used to

determine the absolute position and the boundaries of these clusters.
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Appendix 1: Performance of test parameters

Test parameters:

1) Euclidean distance of ((p) to (PTOTAL

2) mean of the Euclidean distances of the (P j 's to (PTOTAL

3) standard deviation of the Euclidean distances of the (P j 's to (PTOTAL .

4) mean of the Euclidean distances of the (P j 's to ((p)

5) standard deviation of the Euclidean distances of the (P j 's to ((p)

6) standard deviation of the number of zero crossings #[x(t)=OL combined with the

standard (j deviation of the amplitudes

7) standard deviation of the number of zero crossings #[x(t)=OL combined with the

standard deviation of the kurtosis excess f3 2 of the amplitudes

Test method: sensitivity specificity pos.prediction neg.prediction
Parameter model/epl/p [%] [%] [%] [%]

1 abr. / 15 / 5 95 13 52 71
1 abr. /25/ 5 96 19 54 82
1 abr. / 25 /6 95 17 53 76
1 full /25/ 5 96 19 54 82
1 full/25/6 96 15 53 78
2 abr. /45/ 5 96 19 54 82
2 full/45/5 96 17 53 80
3 abr. /45/5 96 19 54 82
3 abr. /25/6 96 13 52 75
3 full / 45 / 5 96 18 54 81
4 abr. /25/ 5 96 7 51 64
4 abr. /45/5 96 20 54 83
4 full / 15/ 5 96 9 51 69
4 full/25/5 96 9 51 69
4 full/45/5 96 18 54 81
5 abr. /45/5 96 30 58 88
5 full / 45 / 5 96 32 59 89
6 15 96 38 61 90
6 25 95 44 63 89
6 45 95 56 63 89
7 15 95 57 62 89
7 25 95 58 62 89
7 45 95 65 59 87

Note: "epl" means epoch length, abr means abbreviated.
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Appendix 2: Artifacts versus Scoring

Score interval: 1 seconds
SCORE #ARTIFACTS #ARTIFACTS [%]
0.00 - 0.15 1575 28.5
0.20 - 0.35 1135 20.5
0.40 - 0.60 625 11.3
0.65 - 0.80 420 7.6
0.85 -1.00 1775 32.1

Score interval: 2 seconds
SCORE #ARTIFACTS #ARTIFACTS [%]
0.00 - 0.10 1765 30.5
0.20 - 0.30 840 14.5
0.40 - 0.60 1135 19.6
0.70 - 0.80 355 6.1
0.90 -1.00 1685 29.3

Score interval: 4 seconds
SCORE #ARTIFACTS #ARTIFACTS [%]

0.00 1415 24.2
0.20 985 16.8
0.40 685 11.7
0.60 475 8.1
0.80 565 9.6
1.00 1705 29.6
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